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Video: The Kibeho Refugee Camp Massacre in
Rwanda: The Real Story of What Happened There in
1995
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Disinformation

In the dawn of the day of April 22nd, 1995, the Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA) seized the
moment to perpetuate one of the largest massacres in the history of the Rwandan tragedy
in Kibeho camp, home to more than 100,000 internally displaced refugee.

Today, this tragic episode has been kept silent. The Rwandan government has officially only
recognized  338  victims,  ‘’mostly  Interahamwe  militia  and  former  genocidaires”.  The
massacre that took place in Kibeho in 1995 remains a non-existing event for the Rwandan
authorities.

The current regime in Rwanda has managed to falsely represent the slaughter that took
place in Kibeho as a military operation that slightly escalated in history and curricular books.
As such, thousands of children, women and men have indeed become forgotten in Rwandan
history. (JambonNews.net)
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